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Recognition as 
a nursing 
professional
A hurdle race with a great goal



Integration
through
education
● Language
● Preparation courses
● Knowledge exam
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Knowledge exam

- Exam with both: theoretical 
and practical part

- Generally, a preparation 
course lasting several 
months is required

- In accordance with local 
regulations, examination in 
care facilities is partially 
allowed

- Often conducted only 
through former nursing 
schools, but possible also in 
cooperation

Adaptation course

- Course lasting up to 3 years, 
concluded with an interview

- Intensive preparation

- Classes, practical training 
with theoretical guidance or 
both

- Possibility to practice usually 
only in a hospital

- For healthcare facilities, 
often problematic and not 
feasible

 

Possibility of choice for international professionals
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Success factors

- Courses start every month, no 
minimum group size, classes 
taught in small groups

- Because of the online format, 
participants can easily join from 
anywhere

- Exams organized via a network of 
70 nursing schools nationwide

- Generally, fully funded via 
education vouchers 
(Bildungsgutscheine) issued by the 
Federal Employment Agency (BA), 
incl. pay subsidy for time off

Features

- Available together with 
a 3-month B2 intensive 
language course, or as a 6- 
month preparation course with 
a knowledge exam

- Duration: 6-9 months

- Course consists of 13 modules, 
each completed in 14 days

- Classes two days a week; the 
remaining time spent working 
in the institution. A half day 
practical training every two 
weeks

 

Preparation course with knowledge exam at Lingoda
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Preparation courses with knowledge exam at Lingoda
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Systemic education and integration strategy for international nursing professionals

“Road Map”
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Requirements for a quality-oriented education 
and integration strategy:

1. based on partnership (WIR project)

2. systemic (interlinking theory-language-practice)

3. eligible (corridor for education)



Language training in
the country of origin

Transit phase

Qualification & recognition
in Germany

…

Fragmented education and integration process

IS



Language training in
the country of origin

Transit phase

Qualification & recognition
in Germany

…

Holistic education and integration process

SHOULD BE


